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Omi started refining talismans when he returned to the Light Cloud Alliance.

The daily work could not be left behind, and it was tiring enough to think about it, but every day he
had to refine talismans for about five hours.

At two or three in the afternoon, Omi finished refining 1,000 talismans.

Just as he was about to take a break, there was a report from Tang Ming outside the door, “Boss, Lu
Yuxi came to see you and was stopped by us outside the gate of Light Cloud Alliance, should we let her
in?”

Don Zimmer erupted.

“No need, I don’t want to see her,”Don Omi said.

“Okay, then I’ll tell her to fuck off.”Don unknown said.

Omi said, “Just let her go, there’s no need to yell at people, she doesn’t owe me anything after all.”

“Good.”

Time rushed by, in the blink of an eye, another three months had passed.

Feiyun Sect’s outer disciples, the third quarterly test of the year had begun. The first website
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“Everyone please assemble at the outer plaza for quarterly testing.”Early in the morning, a voice in the
sky shouted.

Omi scrambled up and walked out of the room, Tang Huan was already up.

“Brother, you shouldn’t have to make a fool of yourself this time for the quarterly test, right?You’re
already at the sixth stage of Body Tempering in everyone’s eyes now, and it would be a bit of an
exaggeration if you were to progress any further.That’s why I suggest you maintain the sixth stage of
Body Tempering.”Tang Huan said.

Omi smiled, “Sister, this time, I want to do something fierce.”

“What do you mean?A fierce one?”

“Yes, this time, I want to hide my realm at the eighth stage of Body Tempering for this test.”

“What? You, younger brother, don’t be overly high-profile ah, people who are second-year disciples
and can reach the eighth stage of Body Tempering are already awesome, you’re only a first-year
disciple and you’ve reached the eighth stage of Body Tempering, this is too high-profile.”Tang Huan
was busy advising.



“Hahaha, that’s why I said a fierce well.”

“You.”Tang Huan was speechless as he looked at Omi.

Omi said, “Sister, you’ve also kept a low profile for so long, it’s time to move up a bit, now among your
second disciples, the strongest Zhen Wuxiang has opened up the first stage, those who are inferior to
Zhen Wuxiang are already at the eighth stage of Body Tempering, and you, you’re still at the fifth
stage of Body Tempering.”

Tang Huan said, “I don’t want to stand out, anyway, I just need to make sure that I can pass the Inner
Circle disciple assessment.”

Tang Huan remained at the fifth stage of Body Tempering, simply keeping a low profile.

Omi was busy asking, “Right, sister, when are you guys going to do the Inner Circle disciple
assessment?”

“The assessment will be in two months, and when I pass the assessment, I’ll be able to enter the inner
circle of the Flying Cloud Sect and become an official disciple of the Flying Cloud Sect.”Tang Huan said
with great anticipation.

An outer circumference disciple was not considered a true disciple of the Flying Cloud Sect, as one
didn’t even enter the gate of the Flying Cloud Sect.

Omi said, “You’ve entered the inner perimeter, and it’s no fun for me to be on the outer perimeter by
myself, so I wonder if I can join you in the assessment and enter the inner perimeter.”

“You can, as long as you have the strength, you don’t have to wait for two years, and those who are
ranked very high can even enter the inner perimeter without an assessment.You’re now the top
ranked disciple in a term, you can totally enter straight away.”

“Really?”

“Of course, I’ve been in the outer perimeter of the Flying Cloud Sect for almost two years now.”

“Good, we’ll enter the inner perimeter of the Flying Cloud Sect together then.”

“Mmhmm, let’s stop talking for now, let’s hurry up and gather at the square.”

&

nbsp; Omi and Tang Huan immediately rushed to the outer square.

When they arrived, almost all of them were here.

Many people looked at Omi, the last quarterly test, Omi burst into the sixth stage of Body Refining,
and they didn’t know if Omi had improved this time.

However, most people believed that it was impossible for Omi to improve this quarterly test, because
the more he cultivated, the harder it was, and of course, even though they didn’t believe that Omi
would improve again this time, they were still looking at Omi with great anticipation.

“Omi.”As Omi stood in the line, a girl in the row of girls on the left called out to Omi, Omi turned his
head and saw that it was Lu Yuxi.



“What for.”Omi said in a bad mood.

Lu Yuxi asked enthusiastically, “Omi, long time no see, how are you doing.”

Omi said indifferently, “Very good.”

Lv Yuxi was a little sad to see Omi’s cold tone towards her, since that time when she was almost
defiled by Zhen Wuxiang and Omi saved her, Lv Yuxi hadn’t seen Omi again.

Although Omi was cold to her, Lu Yuxi still smiled and said, “Omi, it’s been almost three months,
you’ve grown a little taller oh.”

“Yes?!”Omi said indifferently and didn’t look at Lv Yu Xi.

Lv Yuxi turned back lost.

At this time, the strong man in the sky shouted, “Gentlemen, the third quarterly test this year has
begun, it will be almost a year since you entered the periphery of the Feiyun Sect.In two months, the
second year disciples will be formally tested, and if you don’t pass the test, you will have to leave the
periphery of the Flying Cloud Sect, and you will never have the chance to enter the Flying Cloud Sect in
your lifetime.”

Hearing this, the second session disciples were all nervous.

“Below, we will start testing from the first year disciples, last time when we tested, the first year
disciple, Omi, stepped into the sixth stage of body refining, this time, I don’t think Omi has improved
any further, after all, the further you go, the harder it is.”After saying that, everyone’s eyes focused on
Omi.

Omi walked out at once.

At this moment, the strong men in the sky seemed to sense the momentum in Omi’s body and looked
shocked.

Omi said in front of everyone, “I’m sorry to disappoint you, Senior, but this test has not only raised me,
but I have raised it by two levels.I’m now at the eighth stage of Body Tempering.”

“What.”Upon hearing this, the entire square was shocked, Omi was only a first year disciple and had
reached the eighth stage of Body Tempering, people who were second year disciples who could reach
the eighth stage of Body Tempering were already geniuses.

The strong man in the sky laughed after the shock, “Omi, it seems that I underestimated you.”

“Thank you.”

At this moment, the strong man in the sky’s brows furrowed lightly, his gaze sizing up Omi as if he was
a penetrating Omi.

Omi stepping into the eighth stage of body refining at such a young age already made him feel unusual,
which meant that Omi was either a peerless genius, or had some kind of treasure, such as a very
awesome pill or something, or a very advanced body refining technique.

The strong man in the sky secretly said inside, “I’ll have to inquire about it some other time.”



“Alright, let’s cheer for Omi.”

“Pah, pah, pah.”Everyone applauded for Omi.

Omi had reached the eighth stage of Body Tempering, and apart from a small number of people, the
vast majority of people didn’t dare to be jealous anymore, because when someone was too far away
from his level, jealousy would turn into worship.

At this moment, Lu Yuxi in the team looked at Omi with eyes full of sadness.
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